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NICE TO KNOW

from the editors desk, Paul Redner

Recent downturns in the market can be supported by
fundamentals. Nobody to blame but the CME and High
Frequency Trading.
I ran into a member who thinks that “we shouldn’t put
any bad news in the Newsletter. Everything should be
upbeat and positive,” he said.
He didn’t want to hear that the cattle market was down,
but not knowing whats out there could mean your
making the wrong decisions.
When times are tough in the cattle business we find that
a lot of cattlemen are actively searching for better ways
to increase their margin.

them very receptive to hearing about the Wagyu option.
“Every cloud has a silver lining or it’s an ill wind that
doesn’t blow somebody some good,” certainly seems to
apply here. You’ve got the edge so go for it.
For those of you that have decided to sell individual cuts
here’s some information that might help. We all know
that the high value cuts from the middle meats (rib &
loin), but it’s likely a lesser-known fact that the premiums
for quality product also come from the middle meats.
In other news the Texas Wagyu Association has
increased their membership by 61% which means people
are recognizing an opportunity in this breed.

In the past many have looked at “niche” markets within
the national herd. If you haven’t noticed that describes
us, the Wagyu breeders.
When cattlemen are looking at selling their weaners for
several hundred dollars less than last year, you’ll find
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT...
AWA Board Announces New Classifications for Fullblood Wagyu
Many members the past several years have been involved in issues and unfortunate
misunderstandings relating to the types of registration and definition of our Wagyu breed. These
enhancements are being made In order to accurately maintain our AWA Registry and better
clarify the breed for the AWA membership.
The AWA Board has unanimously decided to update and improve the breed registry as follows:


Fullblood Black Wagyu (FBB) - Animals registered in the Japanese Wagyu Herdbook
and animals whose sire and dam are registered in the AWA Herdbook as 100%
Fullblood Wagyu, and progeny of registered 100% Fullblood Wagyu parents are
classified as Fullblood animals. These animals are primarily of “Black” color and are
progeny of the three major black strains - Tajiri or Tajima, Fujiyoshi (Shimane) and
Kedaka (Tottori) originating in Japan. All parentage is DNA verified by AWA or other
AWA accepted methods.



Fullblood Red Wagyu (FBR) - Animals registered in the Japanese Wagyu Herdbook
and animals whose sire and dam are registered in the AWA Herdbook as 100%
Fullblood Wagyu, and progeny of registered 100% Fullblood Wagyu parents are
classified as Fullblood animals. These animals are primarily of “Red” color and are
progeny of the Japanese brown strains Kochi and Kumamoto. All parentage is DNA
verified by AWA or other AWA accepted methods.



Fullblood Red/Black Cross Wagyu (FBRXB) - Animals registered in the Japanese
Wagyu Herdbook and animals whose sire and dam are registered in the AWA Herdbook
as 100% Fullblood Wagyu, and progeny of registered 100% Fullblood Wagyu parents
are classified as Fullblood animals. These animals are of “Red or Black” color and are
progeny of the three major black strains - Tajiri or Tajima, Fujiyoshi (Shimane) and
Kedaka (Tottori) originating in Japan; and the Japanese brown strains Kochi and
Kumamoto. All parentage is DNA verified by AWA or other AWA accepted methods.



Purebred and percentage Wagyu registrations shall remain the same with no changes.



Registration Changes – The AWA office will be contacting ABRI who houses our data
base and setting up the new registration categories. Once that is completed all
Fullblood animals will be reclassified to their appropriate new category. Revised
certificates will only be re-issued for the Fullblood Red category and the Fullblood
Red/Black category. Due to cost and time considerations Fullblood Black animals will be
reclassified but revised certificates will only be re-issued in the case of a normal transfer.
All new registrations will have the new designations, once the change is complete.

Our AWA Handbook is currently being revised to be reissued to the membership soon. These
changes will be included in the “Section 1 Rules.”
Sincerely,
Your AWA Board of Directors
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POLLED ANIMAL
from the editors desk, Paul Redner

In our last newsletter we introduced the subject of
polled Wagyu. When you first hear about a polled Wagyu
it seems like a big plus and some would argue that the
horns really don’t make a lot of difference and they’re
easy to remove.
Horned animals can be a real pain in the feedlot
with not only bunk space but with head gates, injury,
etc., but removing the horns can also be a pain. You can
burn them, snip them, route them out, or just guillotine
them, but it’s extra labor and no matter how good you
are you’ll always miss some.
All that being said everyone who does it seems to get a
lot of bad press with de-horning cattle. There’s nothing
on the immediate horizon on legislation in this area, but
I think its being unrealistic if you don’t think it’s coming
somewhere down the road.
With our last issued we talked about two means of
introducing a polled animal. First was via a Purebred
cross to produce a heterozygous or potentially a
homozygous polled animal. The second was with a new
genetic development that would essentially silence the
gene that makes the horns grow, which then you would
end up with a polled Fullblood. Everybody got that.
Well now we have a Genetically Modified animal.
Our very own GMO, but does this then open up a world
of controversy?
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Well knowing our membership and the world around us
I’d say it looks like will be having a lot more discussions.
Will even a modification so minor as this be a plus or
a minus? Will the benefits offset the possible negative
impact of being labeled a GMO? Should the genetically
modified animal be allowed to be registered as a
Fullblood? Why or why not? We should be thinking and
talking about this as it will have to be considered in the
near future.
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WAGYU MARKET TALK 3
from the editors desk, Paul Redner

We’ve talked about the complexities that are a part of
the U.S. market, and the many elements that exist
between the producer and the table. We’ve noted in the
newsletter those members who are interested in buying
calves and at a premium. All that being said there are
many of our associates that feel there’s a better way to
do it, and that they’re not getting their fair share.
Well that pretty much says if that’s how you feel then
you have arrived as a member of the U.S. cattle industry.
Producers, stockers, and backgrounders complain about
feeders and than feeders join with them to complain
about the enemy of all , the dreaded packers. Now
normally we’d just have to join the crowd, but as
members of a “niche” breed we’re in a position to do
things a little differently. We can address the demand by
selling at a premium to those who would purchase our
calves or we could directly market ourselves.
Here’s where the work really begins. How will you
approach the Direct Market? First, of course you have to
come up with a feeding plan. Will you feed out yourself,
or will you contract with a local or area feeder. Next
you’ll have to find a processing facility in your area. Is it
a USDA inspected facility? Will your potential customers
require USDA grading?
Once you’ve moved to the processing area you’ll have to
talk about packaging, labeling etc., and of course, you’ll

have to identify your customer. Will you be selling whole
live animals, whole animals on the rail, halves, quarters,
or will you be going for those primals at top prices?
Wholes, halves and quarters can usually be sold with
local advertising community newspapers, word of
mouth, and of course the internet. You have to be
willing to deal with the public on a regular basis and
learn about the problems packers face. Can everything
work together to solve your customers needs.That’s the
easy way into direct marketing.
Individual cuts open up a whole new area of
opportunity and also problems. Now we’re talking about
the $65/pound cuts and the $10/pound hamburger or
similar pricing. However you’re going to have to work
for that. The internet provides a good venue to reach out
to an extended customer base, and of course you have
area restaurants that will be interested in serving
Wagyu to their customers. You’ll have to call on them
and understand how their needs fit with your ability to
keep them supplied.
Some of our members have contracted with area
wholesalers or employed their own salesman to contact
customers and develop their business, and to sell the
whole animal. Anyway you look at it it’s a lot of work,
but it can be rewarding. Guess it’s all about how you
want to fit into the Wagyu business
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MARKET UPDATE

by Paul Dykstra - April 12, 2016 edition of CAB Insider

Prime analysis: Larger supply tests strong demand
The supply of Prime grade beef over the past few years
has seen some changes. Modern history showed us an
average U.S. fed steer and heifer grade of no better than
2% to 3% Pime carcasses as a general rule.

Industry participants will quickly bring to mind the cattle
supply dynamics that palyed out in this timeline with
total fed cattle supplies bottoming in 2015 after droughtinduced cow herd reductions. Even so, increased carcass
weights and increasing Prime grade rates made more
Prime product available.

With the impressive uptick in the Choice quality grade
since 2007 (more pronounced in the past 5 years) has
come a similar increase in the rate of carcasses grading
Prime, with a 2016 YTD rate of 5.7%. While still a very
small portion of the total product offering, the increase
is not entirely unnoticed by the marketplace. The accompanying table attempts to quantify some of the demand
story by displaying both loads of Prime beef sold and
the cutout premium for Prime over Choice, both in the
first quarter of each respective year since 2011.

We know that the Pime cutout value is less prone to
fluctuation (lower elasticity of demand) in comparison
to Select and Choice as pointed out in research by Dr.
Scott Brown of the University of Missouri. However,
the market hasn’t seen the volume of Prime loads sold
that the industry just marketed in the first quarter of this
year. The cutout Prime-Choice in the face of 101 loads
per week during that period. I bring this to light not to
suggest that we’ve quickly hit the wall in terms of how
much Prime beef the market is willing to accept.
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MARKET UPDATE (cont.)
We’re looking at a snapshot of data, after all, and we
should also recall that beef demand overall struggled
through much of January and February this year.
It’s also healthy to look at the Prime grid premiums
offered by packers across the Q1 data of the past six
years, keeping things in context for the cattle feeder
and cow-calf operator making the breeding decisions.
The target has remained much steadier in terms of how
much of the Prime premium packers have been willing
to share on the value-based pricing grids.

quite double the volume. Essentially the premium range
has been fairly steady and the target very clear within
the bigger picture of those cutout variations, which is
healthy for marketers and cattlemen making decisions
for the long haul. Furthermore, our business is 100%
impacted by what the consumer chooses to purchase,
and they have shown us through their dollars that they
don’t mind paying more for beef as long as they can
count on an exceptions eating experience.

Today, at $13.13/cwt. (roughly $111 per head), we’re
just a couple of dollars under the 2011 value on not

WAGYU CATTLE BUYER$
A to Z Feeders
contact Jim Skartvedt 712-243-4515

Mishima Reserve Wagyu Beef
contact Shane Lindsay 208-941-3793

Agri Beef
contact Office 208-338-2500

Morris Stock Farm
contact Joe Morris 806-922-5274

Imperial Wagyu Beef
contact Lawrence Adams 402-426-8512

Raines Farm, LLC
contact J.R. Hayden 318-791-9402

Jackman Florida Wagyu Beef
contact Mark Hoegh 903-910-9121
* If anyone else is in the market for stocker calves, feeder calves or fats just send us an e-mail with
your contact information and we’ll post you to our buyers list. *
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WAGYU ON FIRE
from farm weekly

Insatiable worldwide demand for Wagyu beef, and the
price boost that has afforded cattle producers using
Wagyu genetics, has set the scene for unprecedented
growth for the cattle breed in the next five years.
More than 400 delegates - the largest ever for a Wagyu
conference in Australia - were told forecasts are for
821,000 Wagyu joinings by 2020, with a 276,000 head
turnoff or 74000 tonnes of beef produced.
AWA chief executive officer Graham Truscott said the
forecast growth meant 22,000 bulls would be required,
or 4400 per year, all with good estimated breeding values
and indexes to predict performance.
The opportunities across all sectors of the supply chain
appear phenomenal. The big question everyone is asking
is whether that growth will saturate markets.
Meat and Livestock Australia’s managing director
Richard Norton kicked the conference off with a
discussion on positioning premium quality beef.
“The big emerging trend is that as incomes increase,
consumers are more likely to expect greater taste and
more enjoyment from eating beef...Wagyu clearly has a
big role to play in that.” he said.
Mr Norton said the challenge for the breed was to
channel the increased turnoff into premium markets and
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the path to that was to ‘know your consumer and your
brand.’ He told marketers to be clear about why
consumers buy Wagyu and the status a brand brings.
“Strong brands that connect with consumers deliver
premiums - consumers want a reason to spend greater
dollars,” he said.
The concept of markets within markets was made
clear during Mr Norton’s presentation. He gave a
comprehensive insight of many of Australia’s major
beef trading partners and the drivers and limitations
they currently present.
In North America, for example, consumers are familiar
with highly marbled beef and Australian product is
well-positioned.
Mr Norton believes the future here will be about very
niche offerings - grassfed Wagyu perhaps?
In China, there is an extremely positive perception
of Wagyu, and of Australian product, but again
substitution, along with inconsistent supply, are the
brakes.
To read the full article visit
http://www.farmweekly.com.au/news/agriculture/cattle/beef/wagyu-set-for-unprecedented-growth/2752467.
aspx
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DASHANG TAKES PREMIUM STAKE
by Sue Neales - May 6, 2016

For those of you who are looking for that pot of gold at
the end of the rainbow, take a look at Peter Bishop’s
latest venture. Many of our members will remember
Peter as he and John Hammond spoke to us in San
Antonio. As they say in Australia “Good on ya” Peter.
Chinese retailing giant the D
 ashang Group has snapped
up one of Australia’s oldest herds of Wagyu cattle and a
second highly productive farm in the prestigious upper
Hunter Valley.
In a deal understood to be valued at between 12 and
20 million, the Australian cattle farming and trading arm
of north China-based Dashang, Australia Aulong Auniu
Wang (AAAW), announced its purchase of the prized
1100-head Kuro Kin (Black Gold) Wagyu herd owned
by the Bishop family near Scone.
AAAW managing director Michael Wang said the Kuro
Kin herd, especially its elite full-blood Wagyu bulls, and
the 3500ha of rolling hills of the Bishop’s Wooton farm
represented some of the “best performing Wagyu
genetics” outside Japan.
AAAW last year outlaid about $45 million on nearby
30,000ha Glenrock Station, next door to the Packer
family’s luxury Ellerston estate with its golf course and
polo fields, and has since stocked the magnificent
property with more than 5000 Angus cattle.

In a full paddock-to-plate supply chain system, AAAW
intends to breed Wagyu and Angus cattle on its own
Australian farms to be sold as Australian-branded beef
in its own supermarkets, department stores and specialist
AAAW beef retail shops, the first such dedicated
Australian beef outlets in China.
Mr Wang said most of the young cattle bred in the
Hunter Valley would be shipped live to China where
the Dashang Group owns a monopoly licence to e xport
live cattle into the northern port city of Dalian, near the
North Korean border, where its 300-department store
empire spread across 150 cities is based.
It is understood Foreign Investment Review Board
approval has already been given for Dashang’s purchase
of Kuro Kin Wagyu, which settled yesterday.
The little-known Dashang-AAAW group — “our profile
here doesn’t match [our size],’’ said Mr Wang — also
owns Clear Hills station near Canberra and has secured
a 15 per cent stake in listed Beston Food Group. The
Dashang group, which is listed on the Chinese stock
exchange with a turnover of more than $6.5 billion, is
majority-owned by chairman Gang Nui.
Mr Wang said AAAW differs from other companies
buying cattle farms in Australia because it has a direct
supply chain through to its up-market d epartments
stores, supermarkets and Australian beef shops.
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DASHANG TAKES PREMIUM STAKE (cont.)
“Our ultimate goal is to breed our own cattle on our
own properties in Australia and to export them live back
to China where they will be killed and sold in our own
stores,” Mr Wang said.
In a country such as China where food security, safety
and provenance are the top priorities of consumers, Mr
Wang said all of AAAW’s beef would be clean, produced
on its own farms and fully traceable back to the
paddock.

“We will focus on Angus first because Chinese
consumers are a very brand-driven society and everyone
knows the Angus brand,” Mr Wang said.
Peter Bishop, whose family started breeding Wagyu 20
years ago on its farm near Scone, will r emain manager of
the Koru Kin wagyu herd.
http://www.farmlandgrab.org/post/view/26143dashang-takes-premium-stake-in-prime-wagyu-beef-herd

It is also the only Chinese company investing in live
cattle e xports and beef farming in Australia that directly
owns its own sales network and supermarkets.

MYTHS & MISUNDERSTANDINGS
By Jon Condon, 11 May 2016

Myths and misunderstandings about omega 3, oleic acids
in beef need to be addressed
Grainfed beef is getting a bad rap in the popular
belief that grassfed is a healthier option based on its
higher levels of omega 3 oils, says a respected US meat
scientist visiting Australia for last week’s National
Wagyu Conference.

Prof Stephen Smith
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http://www.beefcentral.com/news/myths-and-misunderstandings-about-omega-3-oleic-acids-in-beef-need-tobe-addressed-urges-us-scientist/
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GROWTH IN WAGYU

By Nicola Bell - The Weekly Times, 10 May 2016

From the editor:
The American Wagyu Association is experiencing
significant growth. Our Texas Association has added 61
new members so far this year and while we don’t have all
the numbers in yet, membership in the AWA is up and
registrations are up. That being said we thought you’d
like to see where we’re going in the near future.
The Aussies are concerned about saturating the market.
That has been discounted but it’s interesting that it even
came up. It will be quite a while before that becomes a
problem for us. While downunder they’re quite proud,
and rightly so of their doubling their impact on the total
Australian beef market at 2%, our percent of the U.S.
market comes in at well less than one tenth of one
percent. We have a super unique product and a lot of
room for growth. - Paul Redner
The Article:
The industry is calling it a Wagyu revolution and if the
numbers of Wagyu cattle and price premiums being
achieved are anything to go by, it’s not far from it.
The Australian Wagyu Association chief executive
Graham Truscott said membership has grown 32 per
cent and registrations of cattle by 20 per cent over the
past 12 months, with this predicted to triple in the next
three years. While such growth brings worry of supply
outweighing demand. Mr Truscott said if the industry
was smart the e xpected numbers wouldn’t saturate the

market. Mr Truscott credits the now available Wagyu
carcass data from the genetic research project, the attention the World Wagyu conference held last year received
and a Wagyu AuctionsPlus sale, which put commercial
Wagyu prices on the radar, as helping increase growth of
the industry.
“This industry has been a relatively closed industry, so
four years ago we started the research project to increase
the rate of genetic gain and set up carcass estimated
breeding values for the Wagyu breed,” Mr Truscott said.
“The sale of F1 steers on AuctionsPlus last year, which
made 557c/kg liveweight helped people realise the
premium for Wagyu isn’t a myth.
“We need data to position us as the world’s best,”
Australian Wagyu Association held its National Wagyu
Conference at Lovedale in the NSW Hunter Valley last
week with almost 400 delegates attending.
For more information on this article visit:
http://www.weeklytimesnow.com.au/agribusiness/
cattle/recent-exponential-growth-in-wagyu-industryexpected-to-continue/news-story/a51758a5ad8bfc38d70e40dc5bdaffe7
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AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL CO.
The Australian, 26 May 2016

From the editor:
Most of you know the moving force behind Wagyu
in Australia is the Australian Agricultural Company
( AACo). Frankly, this was a company that had fallen
on hard times when they put their money behind the
breed, but now AACo has seen some recent success. It
looks like AACo might be using their new found wealth
to take a branded product to the United States. This
would potentially show more people the excellence of
Wagyu and will therefore produce more of a demand.
- Paul Redner

per cent to close at $1.68. Chief executive Jason Strong
said the record profit figures show the company’s
strategy of controlling more of its supply chain —
from the paddock through to fattening, slaughter and
sale of branded beef — was slowly yielding results.

The Article:
The first signs of recovery at Australia’s largest cattle and
land company have sent shares in Australian Agricultural
Company to a seven-year high, after it notched up a
record after-tax a nnual profit of $67.8 million.

Total kilograms of beef sold were up 96 per cent for
the 2016 year, with 88 per cent of revenue now coming
from beef sales rather than live exports. This compares
with 61 per cent two years ago.

As its shift from a low value cattle company to a higher
value, vertically integrated and supply chain-focused beef
producer starts to show returns, sales revenue at AACo
leapt 45 per cent to $489m for the year to March 2016.
Statutory earnings before tax and depreciation increased
193 per cent for the 2016 year from $45m last year to
$132m, while net profit after tax increased fivefold from
$10m to $67.8m.
Despite AACo testing its investors’ patience by
continuing its policy of no dividend, its shares soared 12
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But Mr Strong predicted even greater things ahead for
the historic AACo — Australia’s oldest listed company
— as its new $90m Darwin meatworks becomes fully
operational and new premium brands of its Wagyu beef
are launched in the US and other key markets this year.

Cattle sales — other businesses and live export —
fell in importance as the company moved to finish and
fatten more of the cattle bred on its outback stations,
generating just 12 per cent or $61m of revenue in 2016.
“The increased (beef) volumes included production
growth at our Livingstone Beef processing facility at
Darwin as well as a 15 per cent increase in the sales
volumes of our premium Wagyu brands,” Mr Strong
said. “Our strategic decision to own cattle right through
our supply chain has increased revenue and margin; we
are also making sure we retain the productivity capacity
of our herd.”
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AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL CO. (cont.)
AACo runs 530,000 head of cattle across 6.4 million
hectares in Queensland, NSW, the Northern Territory
and Western Australia. Its property was revalued at more
than $600m in March, a rise of 15 per cent on the
previous year.

it will update its Wagyu branding strategy after e xtensive
testing in the US.

Its beef herd, though slightly smaller, benefited from the
doubling of beef and cattle prices during 2015, with its
total herd value up $98m to $563m.

“Our Wagyu beef is some of the best in the world; we’re
going to step up our differentiated branding strategy
to tell the story of why AACo beef is so good — sharing the experience from our iconic cattle properties in
the north to some of the world’s finest restaurants,” Mr
Strong said.

Mr Strong said while total debt and liabilities had
increased by $45m to $497m — with most of the
increase because of increased d eferred income tax —
critically the company’s gearing ratio continued to fall,
from 33 per cent last year to 29 per cent.

For more information or to see the direct source visit
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/companies/
australian-agricultural-company-records-67m-aftertaxprofit/news-story/0da0b5b45555d407d855c3fe51a1
7d25

Questioned about the performance of the two-year-old
Livingstone meatworks south of Darwin, Mr Strong said
it was now processing an average 480 head a day, in a
single-shift-a-day operation.
“So despite all the naysayers talking about the challenges
of Livingstone, it’s had a pretty big impact on the
volume of beef that we’ve sold in the past 12 months,”
Mr Strong said.
About 30 per cent of the cattle slaughtered at Livingstone come directly from the company’s supply chain.
Mr Strong tipped that the next big news from AACo
would come at its annual meeting in two months, when
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STEAKS ARE HIGH WAGYU SALE - RESULTS
Seventh Annual Texas Wagyu Association
The Steaks are High Wagyu Sale
4/23/2016, Salado, TX
Auctioneer/Sale Management
Schacher Auction Services/Rob Schacher
Sale Chairman
Bubba Kay
Sale Host:
Texas Wagyu Association
46 Fullblood Females Gross $345,750 Avg…$7,516
24 Fullblood Bulls Gross $119,250, Avg…$4,969
6 Purebred/Percentage Females Gross $13,550,
Avg…2,258
91 Frozen Embryos gross $48,660, Avg…$535
148 Units Semen Gross $51,285, Avg…$347
The Texas Wagyu Association hosted the Seventh
Annual “The Steaks are High” Production Sale on
April 23 at Tenroc Ranch in the beautiful Hill Country
town of Salado, TX. The event featured a full day of
hospitality on Friday April 22 that included a Wagyu
Burger Lunch and a Wagyu Fajita Dinner and informational seminars. The Texas Wagyu Association also held
their annual meeting. There were three-hundred people
in attendance from twelve states, Canada and Australia.
KR MS Rueshaw 902, a 9/3/2014 daughter of IWG
Umemaru 69Z, consigned by Kay Ranch, Manor, TX
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was the top selling Red Fullblood female and overall
high selling female at $16,000. She sold safe in calf to
Red Galaxy female sexed semen. She sold to Drury
Cattle Ranch, Strafford, MO, who also purchased her
full sister, KR MS Rueshaw 903 calved 1/25/2015, for
$15,000. She was the second high selling Red Fullblood
and overall female.
The top selling Black Fullblood Female was MS CHR
Suzutani 249T, a 4/18/2007 daughter of World K’s Sanjirou that sold safe in calf to Bar R Nakagishiro 56T and
consigned by Clear Creek Cattle Co., Ocala, FL. She sold
to Artisan Cattle Co., Ocala, FL for $12,000. Clear Creek
Cattle Co. also sold Kohana, a 3/19/2007 daughter of
Mazda for $10,000 to Whitmer Enterprises, Bozeman,
MT. TUR MS Haruki Itomichi 53, a 4/7/2015 daughter of TUR Haruki Tres consigned by Turner River
Ranch, Medina, TX sold to Jeri Tulley, Hamilton, TX for
$10,000.
The top selling bull was JC Ruenami 140, a 9/21/2014
son of JC Rueshawsan 65 that was consigned by Turner
River Ranch, Medina, TX and Chisholm Cattle Co.,
Wimberly, TX. He sold to Rocking 711 Ranch, Sugarland, TX for $8,750. Rocking 711 Ranch also purchased
LTR Shigefuji 322, a 1/14/2013 son of Shigeshigetani
consigned by Tebben Ranch, Floresville, TX for $8,000.
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WAGYU TASTING EVENT
Spring Hollow Farm (aka Tennessee Wagyu) hosted
a tasting event for Wagyu beef. They had four James
Beard chef finalists who each prepared different cuts of
beef at their own cooking station. Guest were invited to
sample all of the different cuts offered. In the end there
was about 200 very surprised people who had no idea
that Wagyu tasted so delicious.
And the good news is, as a result of the party,
Tennessee Wagyu has found a distributor. The next step
in this adventure is to form a regional co-op

SPRING HOLLOW FARM

WAGYU BEEF
TASTING EVENT
FRESH LOCAL WAGYU BEEF SPECIALLY PREPARED
FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT BY

CHEF HAL
LOCKELAND TABLE

CHEF NICK & AUDRA
SLOW HAND COFFEE

CHEF TREY
THE FARM HOUSE

CHEF TONY
NEW RESTAURANT

BEEF, BOURBON, BEER & WINE
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DON’T FORGET...

DATES TO REMEMBER
2016
Prime Time International Sale		
Waukesha, Wisconsin
Pre-Conference
Grandeur Frozen Genetics Sale
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho
Conference
Tools of the Trade Conference
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho

COMEDY CORNER

Aug. 06

Sept. 14
Sept. 14-16
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